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1.  Divide and Disappear! 

The divided nine patch technique involves sewing charm squares together in a 3 x 3 pat-
tern, slicing midway down the outside rows (2 ½” from the seam), and then inserting 1 ½” 
strips before sewing back together.  Do columns first, then rows: 

This can also be done with a coordinating Honey Bun in the same fabric line as the charm 
squares for a scrappier look.  For a tutorial, check out John Adams’ (aka QuiltDad) “Off the 
Grid” quilt at http://www.modabakeshop.com/2010/02/off-grid-sliced-nine-patch-quilt.html.  

The disappearing four patch technique requires two sets of charms, dark and light, sewn 
opposite each other.  Then make four slices, each one inch on either side of each seam.  
Flip each RECTANGULAR piece 180°, leaving all five squares where they are.  Sew back to-
gether.   If you press consistently, nesting seams makes this a very easy block! 

Flip 
these 
pieces! 



3.  Half Square Triangles 
It couldn’t be easier to make HSTs from charm squares - four at a pop!  Simply sandwich to-
gether right sides of two charm squares and sew a quarter inch seam around the outside.  
Cut across the diagonals twice and press open.  When pressing, be aware that your HSTs 
are cut on the bias, so handle carefully - and trim for best results.  Your unfinished squares 
will probably measure around 3 1/8” so trimming to 3” even will yield a 2 ½” finished HST unit. 

Templates are a great way of using a charm pack without having any real purpose to it.  If 
you have an Accuquilt Go! Cutter you have a whole array of templates to fit your 5” charm 
squares.  If not, you can make them from template plastic or order them from a source like 
QuiltSmith (http://www.ardcotemplates.com).  Hexagons, Drunkard’s Paths, Applecores, or 
appliqué shapes like hearts are all great to cut and sew from charm squares. 

2.  Templates 

4.  Hourglass 

This is a great method courtesy of designer Monica Solorio-Snow (thehappyzombie.com).  
Cut two charms in half diagonally.  Measure approximately halfway from the hypotenuse to 
corner (it can be any length you like, but make it consistent) and cut parallel to the diago-
nal.  From the trapezoid, cut off and discard 5/8” from one of the ends (even if you use dif-
ferent size squares than 5”,  this number always stays the same!).  Sew the triangle from one 
fabric onto the trapezoid of the other for a triangle unit.   



These triangle pieces can then be laid out to make different types of blocks, including the 
hourglass (left), square-in-a-square (right), or others. 

5. Flying Geese (with bonus triangles!) 

Flying geese with charm squares are a 
snap.  First, cut each charm in half.  Then 
cut off ½” from the short end of each rec-
tangle so that your pieces measure 2½” by 
4½”.  The background is made from 2½” 
squares, which can be made quickly by 
quartering a charm square.  Draw a line di-
agonally across the back of each square.  
Place on the corner of the rectangle and 
sew along that line. However, you don’t 
want to waste your corners!  Try using Bon-
nie Hunter’s (www.quiltville.com) bonus tri-
angles technique to turn them into half-
square triangle units!  You’ll need a business 
card (they usually measure 2” x 3” and are 
of good firm cardstock) trimmed to 2” 
square and then halved diagonally.   As 
shown top center, lay it on the corner, 
trace a line along the edge, and sew along 
the line.  The distance between the seams 
will be approximately 3/8” so cut between 
them carefully, splitting the difference.  
Press the unit, and repeat on the other side.  
This method will yield one flying geese unit 
and two 2”  (unfinished) HST units for a bor-
der or another project. 



Amassing charm squares 
Courtesy of piecefulliving.blogspot.com, here is a helpful diagram for cutting up a fat quar-
ter into layer cake, charm square and jelly roll pieces to build your stash.  Obviously, if you 
don’t use 10” layer cake sized pieces, you can change this area to additional jelly roll (2 ½” 
strips) or honey bun (1½” strips) pieces.  I have bins for charms, 2½” strips and 1½” strips to 
mix and match easily with store-bought precuts. 

This is a great way to build a stash when fat quarters go on sale, or trade with friends.  If you 
cut only 5” charm squares, each fat quarter should yield a total of a dozen (twelve) 5” 
squares with a jelly roll strip left over.   
 
 
Some great sources for charm square packs: 
  http://www.greenfairyquilts.com (sells precuts only at great prices) 
  http://www.burgundybuttons.com 
  http://www.fatquartershop.com (huge selection) 
  http://www.fabricbuffet.com 
  Tuesday Morning often has clearanced charm packs in their sewing aisle 
  Local stores which carry charm packs include Creative Quilting, Old Trinity School-

house Quilt Shop, and the Quilting Connection. 
  


